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but followed yard b7 yard by thirty-two fast machine-
guns traversing every avenue of retreat. It was a costly
lesson for the Reds, but it had not brought the National-
ists any nearer their ultimate objectives.
These Red counter-attacks, some delivered in Russian
style at dead of night, continued for weeks, but without
the situation changing very much one way or the other.
The Nationalist High Command then determined to
make an attack on Boadilla del Monte itself.   This took
place in the second week of December, and for what was
a limited and local engagement it was conducted with
great strength.   Five columns of Legionaries and Regu-
lares took part in the action.   The attack was made on
three sides after diligent artillery preparation.   It took,
however, five days3 continuous fighting before the Reds
were driven out of the large village of Boadilla del Monte
and forced to retire on Pozuelo and Majadahonda.   I
visited the scene of the battle twenty-four hours after-
wards.   I found that four, and in some cases seven lines of
trenches, properly traversed and wired, seamed the hills
surrounding the village.   The slaughter was very great.
All the Nationalist dead by then had been removed and
buried, but the Reds were lying in great numbers all over
the place.   In many cases they had held their ground
despite shelling and machine-gunning, and the trenches
were only captured after hand-to-hand fighting, in which
hand grenades and the bayonet had been used.   There
was no mistaking the nature of the wounds and the
position of the bodies.   Hand-to-hand fighting entails
losses on either side, and it was certain that the Nationalist
attacking columns must have paid a heavy price for the
capture of such well-organised positions.
Once more I noticed that the Reds had used great
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